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 by Breuninger   

Breuninger 

"Hop on the Trendy Train"

All the hottest trends under one roof, that's Breuninger. The flagship

Breuninger fashion and lifestyle emporium in Stuttgart offers an exclusive

selection of great clothes, the latest in shoes, the newest bags, sparkling

jewelry, scented beauty products and lingerie. The store has a wide

variety for both men and women and has its annual sales as well.

 +49 711 2110  www.breuninger.com  e-shop@breuninger.de  Marktstrasse 1-3, Stuttgart
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Bungalow Gallery 

"Sophisticated Attire for Men"

Exceptional taste, a refined aesthetic and immutable style meet at the

Bungalow Gallery. This clothing boutique boasts a well-curated collection

of clothing and accessories for men, with something for every occasion.

From the timeless classics, to stylish sportswear, contemporary business

attire and high fashion, the Bungalow Gallery offers a complete selection

to help you stand out in a crowd and look your best in any situation. Tom

Ford, Acne Studios, Saint Laurent and Tonello are just a few of the

designers featured at the Bungalow. The boutique itself is a distinctly

masculine space that ties together the rough edges of its industrial

heritage and the smooth lines of contemporary design. Although renown

as a men's boutique for the design-conscious man, the Bungalow Gallery

also offers a tasteful collection of furniture and home decor pieces.

 +49 711 220 2000  www.bungalow-

gallery.com/

 info@bungalow-

stuttgart.de

 Stiftstraße 1A, Stuttgart
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Hugo Boss 

"Substance and Style"

Nestled amidst the clothing boutiques and specialty stores of the

magnificent Königstraße, this flagship boutique sets itself apart from the

rest with an offer that is simply hard to resist. Renowned for the

exceptional quality, design and craftsmanship of its wares, Hugo Boss is a

brand that is the go-to choice for men and women who demand substance

and style. The Königstraße boutique offers a collection of tasteful, elegant

and sophisticated attire for men and women of discerning taste, alongside

fragrances, accessories and more. Register for the Hugo Boss Experience

to enjoy benefits like personal consultations, complimentary alterations

and easy returns when shopping at the Hugo Boss flagship boutique in

Stuttgart and around the world.

 +49 711 222 9444  www.hugoboss.com/de/b

oss-store%2C-koenigstrass

e-19-b%2C-stuttgart/

 Stuttgart_Koenigstrasse@s

hops.hugoboss.com

 Königstraße 19B, Stuttgart
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Porsche Design Studio 

"Sports Must-haves & More"

Porsche Design Studio brings to you a wide range of sports and travel

accessories to choose from. Located inside the Porsche Center, this store

is known for its chic collection that ranges from travel, fashion to sports

and more. Whether you want a sturdy travel bag or an well-designed

formal bag, this is the place to look for. Besides the comfortable and

designer garments like jackets, t-shirts and others, the store has

accessories like goggles to give you the complete look. The friendly staff

is knowledgeable and can assist to your requirements promptly.

 +49 711 9112 6220  www.porsche-stuttgart.de

/de/drivers-selection-und-z

ubehoer/porsche_design_

store_de_stg,384524.html

 info.pzstuttgart@porsche.d

e

 Porscheplatz 9, Porsche
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